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Part 1: 3D space

To represent a point in 3D, draws coordinate axes.
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Part 1: 3D space
Lecture 12.1 4gC

To find the point (a,bic) in 3D space,

start from the origin o

Move a units along the X-axis

Move b units parallel to the y-axis

Move a units parallel to
the Z-axis

⑭
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Examples:
↑oint 74,3, -5) point (3.-2,-6)



Part I: Planes
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The set of points The set of all points (x,y,2) in 3D space

(x,y,3) where where y= 5 and X, I can be any number.

x and y can be
↑arallel to the X2-plane

any number (the "left wall")

(0,0,3)

Parallel to the xy-plane
(the horizontal "floor")

Webwork Problem 2: ↑
⑧

1

y
y =5X, I can be any number

If we replace "xz-plane" ·
(2,5,2)

with "ye-plane", the

answer would be x = 2
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Part I: Planes

Go to geogebra.org/3d and type y = x

T he surface is the set of points (x,y,z)=(x,x,z)

where x and I are any numbers.

We get a plane containing:

*the Z-axis (since (0,0,2) is in the surface for any 2)
*the line y = x, z =0

Step 1: Sketch Step 2: Draw on
the floor:
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Step 3: Allows any value for 2
to get an "infinite wall"

Plane y = x



Part I: Distance
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Why?

"I'll ·Apply Pythagorean Theorem to find IP, BI

· Apply it again for ,,oHH*
·

B

Webwork Problem 1:

Find the distance from 74.3,-5) to the xy-plane.
Answer: 5

ixyyaet Golisstae The xy-plane is the horizontal "floor"

The distance is the difference

between z = 0 and 2=-5

below the "floor"
Find the distance from (4.3,-5) to the y-axis.

Answer:

The point on the y-axis closest to (4,3,-5)
(0,3,0 is (0,3,0)

dig
tance Distance: J (4-0) + (3-3)"+ (5-0)-

= (16 + 25
= IF1



Part I: Spheres
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The set of points of distance from (hck.d)

can be described by equation

v =((x - h) + (y - k) + (z -1)-, so...

Webwork Problem b

Find the center and radius of the sphere

Answer:x+4X + yz - by + z +2z = - b

"Complete squares" x+4X+ 2 + y - by + 3 + z
+2z + r = - 6+ 4+ 9+
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Webwork Problem 4 (a)

↑I

· yz-plane is the collection of points (0,y,2)

· Set x =0=(-3)" + (y- 5(5 + (z-4) = 25

(y-x)" + (2- x)=163a circle

The sphere intersects the 32-plane

~ in a circle

ii.

Answer: The X2-plane is the set of

points (X,0,2) for any X, 2.

Set : (x-b(" + ( - 5)" + (z
-4): 25

(x -3)- + (z-4) =0

This equation is satisfied for x = 3,z=4

so the sphere intersects
the X2-plane at exactly

one point.

This point is (x= 3, y =0, z=4)
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Webwork Problem 4(b)

The z-axis
↑

is
the set of points (0.0.2), I any number

Set x =y
=0:(-3) + (-5)" + (z- 4)= = 25

[z -47 = - 9

No I satisfies this equation

does not intersect the Z-axis
The sphere =


